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Man's experience, that which he has encountered,
proves appropriate for statements in paintings; thus subjects
are secured from the artist's environment. Subject matter may
reflect the reality of the artist's interior surroundings,
such as: Matisse's Red Studio, or Braque 's Studio series, which
handles objects in space, or Bonnard 's familiar White Interior*
To the artist an interior and its inanimate objects can be an
alive reality* Through the artist's response, the reality of
interior space takes Its form in paint*
The investigation of selective artists and the examina
tion of their works exemplify a known fact that stimulation,
inspiration, and expression stem from the painter's visual,
emotional or experimental experience with inside space. Aided
by photographs, the paintings of the following artists will
be examined t Joan Miro, Jan Vermeer, Pieter de Hooch, Diego
Velazquez, Giorgio de Chirico, Georges Braque, Henri Matisse,
and Pierre Bonnard. The research will include necessary in
formation pertinent to the subject under investigation: how
painters have observed and interpreted interiors in their
paintings.
Photographed sketches of interiors based upon the
author's personal observation and experiences with
'
.lis sub
ject will be included. As an outgrowth of theX sketches, a




dolor photographic prints and personal notations on the finished
paintings will be prefaced with any necessary progressive




Renaissance painting imposed upon both painter and
spectator the bonds of perspective, that is, illusorily real
pictorial space: aided by a system of horizon, vanishing point
and a single-fixed viewpoint, an illusion of depth is created
behind (and occasionally in front of) the flat surface of the
picture. The spectator claims the roll of observer, looking
in from the outside, and not feeling himself actively in
volved in the living, formal elements of the painting.
Since the Renaissance some painters have strived to
arrive at a balance of the illusion (the sensation) of depth to
the physical reality of the flat picture surface: the picto
rial spatial reality exists in the physical reality of the
picture plane. The painter exhibits a concern for pictorial
space, illusionistic or on the surface plane of the canvas,
regardless of the figurative or non-figurative subject of the
painting.
Observing, as an uninvited
spectator, the subject of the
amusing, Dutch, domestic-love
scene of The Lute-Player (Figure
1) , the eye requires time for
its wandering through the con-
Figure 1. S. H. Sorgh:
structed spaces of the picture. The Lute-Player
Evident, at first glance, is the single fixed perspective
view
point of the staged interior with the open window furnishing
deeper pictorial space beyond to the distance buildings.
When in Holland, Joan Miro was overwhelmed by the works
of the Dutch Little Masters of the 17th century as he saw them
in the various museums. The compositions of these Dutch paint
ers, among them The Lute-Player . became the direct source of
inspiration for one of his own paintings in the series known
as the Dutch Interiors (Figure 2) Miro transposed elements
from Sorgh 's painting into his own artistic language of poetic,
symbolic shapes.
Figure 2. Joan Miro:
Dutch Interior
Figure 3. Joan Miro:
The Harlequinn ' s
Carnival
JOAN MIRO
Concerned with the problem of fashioning a more defi
nite form of pictorial reality from the effective reality of
his surroundings, the young Miro sought his own pictorial
language - a new grammar of signs and forms. Miro's vocabu-
lary of symbolic figures in his surrealistic visions added
fresh dimensions to his pictorial expression. In the picture
we no longer distinguish between foreground and background.
The Renaissance game with the required three dimensions had
come to an end*
There are hints of three dimensional space skillfully
executed in Miro's compositions. In The Harlequin's Carnival
(Figure 3) observe, on the left-hand side of this elongated
room, a narrow black triangle placed between the two areas
of color creates an illusion of a side wall with a minimum
degree of perspective which in turn produces spatial depth.
The idea of space is extended more deeply by the neutral tones
behind the figures; by the opened window in the right-hand
upper corner of the picture; by the upward, converging ladder;
the sky's blue repeated on the converging table top directly
below the window creates an illusionistic spatial movement
downward and beyond as the blue of the sky reads out and
beyond. It is the wandering gaze from one free individual,
dancing shape to the others which extends to the observer
the pleasure of tracing the shapes across the picture surface
and into depth.
The first impression of Miro's Dutch Interior (Figure 2)
creates a surface alive with rhythm and flat forms. In this
composition space is created immediately by the dark brown
converging plane with the opened window at the top left and by
overlapping forms which the colors utilized - "the retiring
green inlaid with a still colder cobalt and the forward-
thrusting orange of the lute" (8:127)*. Lacking the three
dimensional staged reality of the Sorgh painting, the visual
effect received from looking at Miro's picture is. an active
sensation of roaming over, through, and around the surprising,
cut paper symbols. I
Figure 4-. Jan Vermeer:
The Music Lesson
?Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references
in the bibliography; those after the colon are page numbers.
JAN VERMEER
Jan Vermeer 's compositions typify a Dutch staged Inte
rior with the background almost always exactly parallel to
the spectator's vision and with the side panel converging
toward a never-obtainable vanishing point since the backdrop
eliminates deeper space \-rhich has further been set by the pro
gression of properties from foreground to background (observe
Figure 4-). His invention for effects of silhouette (exempli
fied in Figure 5) his avoidance of complicated schemes of
linear perspective (illustrated in Figure 6), his perfect
understanding of unreal tonality, and his most skillful place
ment of lights and shadows invariably create an illusion of
depth or distance. In opposition to the closely observed
detail impregnated in his pictures, an affection for flat
pattern and planes, of the floor and walls respectively,
function as a visual pause. (5)
Figure 5. Jan Vermeer:
The Love-Letter




Of all his works, royal portraitures, it is in The Maids
of Honor (Figure 7) that Velazquez best portrays a real interi
or space into which he places the royal figures. In this com
position he endeavors to probe the problem of space: neither
abstract space, nor space dominated by perspective, but atmos
pheric space which penetrates an interior. The result is an
interior which opens unto some imaginary space in the back
ground, a strong suggestive hint at depth and an illusion of
space in front of the picture plane. The interior is staged
as a scene in the theatre: full light is directed on the fore
ground and spotted on the figure in the distant background;
the intermediate area between these two grounds are faint and
shadowy; reflected in the mirror, on the wall parallel to the
spectator's vision, are two images
suggestive of someone out in front
of this setting., (11) With these
devices Velazquez achieves depth of
picture.
Figure 7. Diego Velazquez:
The Maids of Honor
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PIETER DE HOOCH
Similar to Vermeer, Pieter de Hooch, Dutch genre
painter, focused his
interest on the study of light and at
mosphere in interiors (Figure 8). A concentration on firm
geometric design is exhibited in the painting, A Women and
Boy With a Basket (Figure 9).
His attention becomes distracted
by an elaboration of architec
ture (compare Figure 8 to
Figure 10) . Unlike Vermeer ,
de Hooch often extends the
observer's vision deep into the
picture. He designs vistas
leading to distant doors or
passageways (Figure 9). (2)
Figure 8. Pieter de Hooch!
Stable Interior
Figure 10. Pieter de Hooch:
The Favorite Parrot
Figure 9. Pieter de Hoochj
A Woman and Boy with a
Basket
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Figure 12. Giorgio de Chirico:
The Torment of the Poet
11
GIORGIO DE CHIRICO
Preoccupied with the illusion of deep, almost infinite,
space in his compositions, de Chirico revived a spatial device
of linear perspective which the Renaissance artists had put
to a purpose of optical realism. De Chirico manipulated pen
etrating perspective for its emotional value as a poetic and
philosophical instrument.
In his early paintings he developed a vast optical
reach far into the picture heightened by a use of simple broad
areas of extreme light and shade, an abrupt scaling down of
objects projected against a distant background, a deep re
cession of planes, and heavy dramatic shadows* These unique
devices, characterizing de Chirico 's compositions, are evident
in Lassitude of the Infinite (Figure 11)* He marked his skill
at foreshortening against the exaggerated horizontal direction
of the canvas: the rapid scaling down of the passageways and
the geometric shadows on the court are so disposed as to lead
the eye far into the picture and visually counteract the
horizontal pull of the canvas and stretch the composition
vertically*
The Torment of the
Poet (Figure 12) is no long
er delineated in terms of the
abrupt foreshortening into
Figure 11. the deep background and the
Giorgio de Chirico:
Lassitude of the Infinite
sharp, clear diagonals so
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Figure 13. Giorgio de Chirico:
Metaphysical Interior with
Large Building
Figure 14, Giorgio de Chirico:
Grand Metaphysical Interior
Figure 15. Giorgio de Chirico:
Metaphysical Interior with
Biscuit and Cigarette Holder
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characteristic of his previous work. Its architectural ele
ments are interwoven at varying angles to create a spatial maze
of comparatively shallow depth where the foreground of the
picture is noted for its congestion of forms. (17)
De Chirico 's preoccupation with deep perspective to
gether with the handling of space in interior rooms proposed
no conflict. Though the picture's setting is that of inside
space, not a vast outdoor platform, a far exterior distance
is suggested by the inclusion in each of a framed painting,
as in Figure 13 and Figure 14 (18:11^-). The extensions of
perspective, beyond the limitations of four walls, are per
ceived through an opened window or doorway which appears
respectively in the Figures 13 and 15. Visible are evident
characteristics of de Chirico 's early works: receding planes
but in varied directions, flat surfaces of color, geometric
structural forms, architectural motifs, manipulation of light
and shade with strong shadows.
If de Chirico *s handling of perspective and his message
of the reaffirmation of perspective as a poetic instrument
in painting was motivated through dissatisfaction with the
spatial limits imposed by Cubism, Braque and his followers
were entirely unaffected: as de Chirico was projecting his
objects rcore and more deeply into the picture space, Braque
and the other Cubists were refuting the third dimension by




Classical perspective was not Braque 's strongest point
in his paintings. He revolted against skillful perspective
which does not allow the beholder to feel actively involved
in a living process induced by the interaction of the picture's
formal elements on the picture plane. Braque devoted a life
time of experimentation to the problem of th*e manipulation
of objects in space; his Studio series (discussed later) is
the result of his preoccupation.
In his early still life studies, Piano and Guitar
(Figure 16) and Violin and Jug (Figure 17), Braque 's tactile
vision of space forms an element in which objects are within
reach of the spectator. Objects are both seen and lit from
several points of view simultaneously. Traditional
Figure 16* Georges Braque:
Piano and Guitar
Figure 17* Georges Braque!
The Violin and Jug
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Figure 18. Georges Braque:
Le Jour
Figure 19. Georges Braque:
The Cafe Bar
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Figure 20. Georges Braquei
The Sideboard
Figure 21* Georges Braque.
Still Life with Mandoline
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perspective and illusionistic space is not visible. Picture
space appears shallow no deeper than a box. Forms are
broken down into distorted flat surfaces., some opaque,
some
transparent or refractive which produces a three dimensional
modeling and treatment of volume to the all-over structure.
Braque himself said, that the object in his work was
always, "...to get as close as I could to
reality" (16: 16),
His exploitation of paper collage, the utilization of real
matter into paintings, aided the experience of the sensuous
and tactile reality of objects. Such foreign objects (real
matter) and their textural quality either actual or repre
sented, and the appearance of word forms presented a new
suggestive source of interplay between the reality of the art
world and the reality of the world of everyday fact. Le Jour
(Figure 18) , Cafe Bar (Figure 19) and The Sideboard (Figure
20) construct this reality perceived not of distorted planes
but flat abstracted figures symbolic of objects in space.
Planes do not duck back and forth at sharp angles. The flat
rigid shapes overlap on a level parallel to the picture plane
(Figure 20)*
In the painting, Le Jour, Braque exhibits his interest
in the textural quality of objects with the representation
of wood grain on. the table top, legs, and drawer, whereas
only the wall is treated as a source of ornamental pattern.
In Still Life with Mandoline (Figure 21) the picture as a
whole is marked with an intended decorative flavor of design.
In the compositional structure of Le Jour, the observer is
17
Figure 22. Georges Braaue:
The Studio
Figure 23. Georges Braque:
The Round Table
aware of the strong verticals of the panelling, the table's
legs, and the green and black forms which pass behind the table,
The strong verticals can be observed in Still Life with
Mandoline and are introduced in The Studio of 1939 (Figure 22)".
Picture space remains very shallow through the use of inverse
perspective on the toble top which diverges rather than con
verges toward visual depth. A similar device is skillfully
displayed in the horizontal and vertical compositions of
The Billiard Table (Figures 21* and 25) Thus, the up-tilted
plane makes objects appear above rather than behind one an
other as in Still Life with Mandoline and The Round Table
(Figure 23)'.
Although The Round Table and its possessions appear
flat to the picture plane, elements of traditional
perspec-
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tive thrust back into the picture space and visually allow
the air freedom to penetrate around the table; the ceiling
viewed in multiple perspective furnishes a sensation of the
existence of space instead of a fixed view.
In the two pictures of The Billiard Table, perspective
is utilized again but in reverse. Braque situates the table
in space by hinging it across its middle and reverses the
perspective in order to bring the far end within reach of the
observer.
Many of Braque 's compositions had been governed by a
central point of interest. The Studio of 1939 tended toward
a new range of expression in favor of forms balanced to the
left and right of the center. This picture marks a beginning
and an end of Braque 's work: "...an end, in that the flatten
ed forms., the fall flat planes, and the deliberate variations
of texture are a lost manifestation of devices which Braque
Figure 24. Georges Braque:
The Billiard Table 19^5
Figure 25. Georges Braque :
The Billiard Table 195+9
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had originated twenty years earlier; and a beginning, in that
the picture is a ranging-shot for the great symphonic in
teriors of 194-9-56 in which Braque walls himself up inside
his studio and makes of it a place for which we would gladly
forsake the world outside" (16:29).
Braque 's Interior of 194-2 (Figure 26) depicts in the
foreground two large transparent sword-shapes which appearing
as outlines cut up and cross everything else. Representing
the painter's easel, these two forms are obviously much nearer
the artist's eye than anything else in the picture. Being so
near, he sees through and around them because he is focusing
upon the objects farther away. These transparent sword-
shapes, subtle in appearance and essentially of the picture
plane, produce a pictorial spatial movement which Braque *s
Studio canvases activate with their interlocking, transparent,
but more or less realistic outlines or profiles. Often each
object consists solely of these linear outlines filled in
with a single plane of color or not filled in - leaving a
transparent image (Studio III, Figure 27 and Studio VI,
Figure 28).
Figure 26. Georges Bisques
Interior 1942
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In the pictures painted between 1949-52, Braque fused
the abstract and representational aspects of art because he
became preoccupied with realistic silhouettes in his more
abstract modes. There was no trace of any naturalistic
modeling or imitative texture. The subject and the picture
were conveyed in terms of interwoven, realistic silhouettes
or profiles of objects and rendered as a flat .design. (16;
12:81-95)
The Studio paintings of these years demonstrate
Braque 's views on the problem which preoccupied him all his
working life: how best and in what style to represent the
inside of a room. Braque suggests that space is neither
flat, nor round, nor rectangular, nor basin- shaped, but
corrugated (16:32).
Figure 27. Georges Braque:
The Studio III




Matisse's contribution to the modern imagery of in
terior space is by way of color rather than form: he creates
objects and forms in his pictures which exist in space by
placing large areas of color side by side; his fluent lines
re-create the naturalistic imagery In profile; the flat color,
with no tonal modifications, fills the silhouettes. Although
his paintings extend the quality of flatness, there exists
the sensation that the objects are located in space and the
canvas creates a space of a particular, measurable room of
depth and of objects bathed in sunlit air (Figures 29 and
30).
The picture, Interior with Goldfish (Figure 30), is
realistic in light and space: deep perspective of the inte
rior is presented; deeper picture space is afforded
through
the window; a sense of light source emerges
from the window.
Figure 29. Henri Matisse:
The Window
Figure 30. Henro Matisse:
Interior with Goldfish
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Matisse sets up a subtle visual conflict between depth and
flatness in this composition. With all his traditional hand
ling of perspective, modeling and light, Matisse keeps the
picture fairly shallow by the uniform dark shade of floor and
wall and the concealment of modeling. This device is also
viewed in Interior with a Violin (Figure 31) and The Window
(Figure 29)".
Interior with a Violin is a picture constructed strongly
in its contrasts of light and dark* The opened shutter ex
tends,
pictorially,*
the suppressed inner space and is instru
mental in showing the effects of light, indoors and outdoors.
The Interior with a Violin Case (Figure 32) states a
comparatively similar subject as The Interior with a Violin
but lack's the bold strength and simplification. This paint-
ing, with its almost feminine charm, records Matisse's love
of ornament and patterned surfaces which he carried to an
aaSE2S| | i
Figure 31.. Henri Matisse:
Interior with a Violin
Figure 32. Henri Matisse:
Interior with a Violin Case
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extreme in an earlier painting,
The Interior with Eggplants
(Figure 33).
Ornamental patterns are
nowhere emphasized in The Inte
rior at Nice (Figure 3*+). The
perspective appearing steep
forces the entire interior
closer to the picture plane and
crops the spatial concept of the
picture. The space and objects
are indicated with outlines.
Still Life in the
Studio (Figure 35) is painted
with the same splendid appetite
for ornament and pattern but
more complex than The Interior
with a Violin Case and with
less stimulation than The Inte
rior with Eggplant. This room
with its abundance of visual
matter, though complicated, is
more spacious in pictorial
depth? the view commences out
side the picture frame and
passes over the elaborate
Figure 33. Henri Matisse:
Interior "with Eggplants
Figure 3*+* Henri Matisse:
Interior at Nice
Figure 35. Henri Matisse:
Still Life in the Studio
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foreground and still life which leads to and under the
half-
drawn back doorway hanging, over a patterned rug, to a mirror
(just above the bouquet) in which the Image of the artist is
reflected, and terminates with the window which as before lets
in both light and air.
The painting, The Egyptain Curtain (Figure 36), super
ficially exhibits those characterictics of a Matisse picture:
flat areas of color, love of pattern, objects in silhouette,
free use of line, a sensation of shallow depth; but with an
awareness for the picture surface. A more exhaustive exam
ination reveals that this interior composed with table, window
and curtain, "...challenges the sensibility of the beholder by
balancing dissonances, tension against
tension" (3*238):
the barbaric, brutal design of the curtain; the dynamic,
vibrating palm tree; and the
serene, neutral still life. In
this flat, decorative composition,
Matisse has created, in a subtle
manner, depth by hanging the cur
tain right up against the front
plane of the picture and by
placing the table, spatially,
between it and the window.

















What is not visible in
the black and white photograph
f IM Large Interior in Red
(Figure 37) is the all-over
effect of the red in the paint
ing. The tables exist as out
lines drawn in the red as did
the objects and furniture of
the Red Studio (Figure 38),
painted some thirty years ear
lier. Whereas in the Red Studio
the perspective of the room is
drawn, the depth of this Inte
rior in Red is implied not
rendered. The space of this
room is in close effect to that







Less attracted by intellectual theories of the art
of his day, more concerned with his own visual sensations,
more receptive to the quiet harmonies of forms and color
which he constantly discovered in his daily surroundings,
Bonnard was unaffected by the Fauves (Matisse) and the
Cubists (Braque) who brutally and deliberately, altered the
face of the world.
Bonnard loved life, nature and their objects. This
is magnificently expressed in his paintings. A subject
which pleased him was interiors, domestic scenes which he
treated with a warmth and delight in his compositions of
vibrating color and simplified form. His paintings have a
visual all-overness of spotted texture (Figure 39 and 40).
This evenness of paint manipulation creates an apparent
Figure 39- Pierre Bonnard i
Interior









flatness of forms in which the
form of objects exists not in
isolation from the total image
but fuses into overlapping and
adjacent planes. This flat
ness of familiar shapes with
hints of perspective contrib
utes a spatial realization. (12)
Bonnard 's painting, The
Bowl of Milk (Figure ^1), hardly
exhibits his intent to abstract
his realistic subject to the
level of the picture surface
and decorate the surface with
his system of spotted, mosaic
color* Pictorial depth is not
flattened even by the up-tilted
table top. This painting evokes
spacious depth and sunlit air.
In comparison the Dining Room (Figure 42) and Interior of




Each painter contributed to the new imagery of interior
space via one device or another: Bonnard fashioned a concep
tual imagery, unadultered by the modern art movements, out
of perceptions; Matisse, by way of flat, bold color and fluent
line; Braque, by means of transparent, corrugated silhouettes;
de Chirico, by manipulation of deep perspective; Miro viewed
his reality in terms of his symbolic figures which dance
across his canvas.
Some artists, who painted one or more interior sub
jects, had no message for
the art world other than to
make a statement: Derain's
Bedroom (Figure 4-3) demon
strates a strong treatment of
forms; Hofmann 's Interior
(Figure 44-) exemplifies the
"push and pull" (22:23) forces
invented to dictate the sur
face of the painting and
suggest depth; Vlamick's
Figure 43. Andre Derain:
The Bedroom













Interior (Figure h$) is repre
sentative of the painter's con
flict within himself: to react
against general sombre tones and
express with force and clashing
colors his attraction to hot
bright colors; The Night Cafe
(Figure 46) speaks of the emo
tional passioi. housed within
Van Gogh. Van Gogh
'
s Bedroom
at Aries (Figure 47) states
as Van Gogh wrote to Emile
Bernard, "I have had the great
est fun making this interior...
In flat but crudely laid on
tints, with thick impasto.
I have tried to express a feel
ing of complete rest through
all these highly varied tones".
(4-:63)
Figure 47. Vincent Van Gogh:
Van Gogh's Bedroom at Aries
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Figure hS. Painting No. 1:
SketchBlack and
Figure 49. Painting No. 1:
Sketch
C lor""
Figure 50. Painting No. 1:
Progressive Photograph-1
Figure 51. Painting No. li
Progressive Photograph-2





Objects exist in definite space. Their occupancy de
termines defined visible pattern of positive and negative,
juxtaposed forms and shapes. Interior space, its furnishings,
and architectonic designs are. frequently conceived in this
manner. The following paintings are evidence of an attentive-
ness with the subject: inside space, its properties, forms,
and shapes.
Painting No. 1
The statement is an uncomplicated one as viewed in the
right portion of the line drawing (Figure 4-8). Simplicity
of the composition furnished an excitement which during its
working process became over-burdened with complex interest.
This is evident to a degree, in the beginning color sketch
(Figure 4-9) and the progressive stages (Figure 50, 51, and
52). Working on the painting at different times with a differ
ent frame of mindy I lost the singleness of purpose.
In Figure 50 the element of red lines defeats its Im
pact situated against a background activated by diagonal line
movements. In Figure 51 the green silhouette shape delineates
the plant lines and vase but it appears self-conscious. In
an attempt to make the green shape less foreign to the compo
sition, I repeated the cobalt blue in the area and proceeded
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to say more with the purple plant line which grows off the
green into the purple (Figure 52). Areas became too involved,
crowded, and active. A simplification of object forms to its
original compositional intent (Figure 53); a restatement of
purpose re-captured the singleness of intent by re-working
the entire canvas (Figure 54).
The uncomplicated statement of table, chair, and door
frame locate themselves in a recorded shallow depth of the
picture. Varying lights and darks in the lower portion create
a pattern of flat color planes, slipping in, around,, behind,
or in front of objects* The final stage of this painting
possesses some of the response to the color which is exhibit
ed in the color sketch and Figure 50.
Figure 53. Painting No. li
Progressive Photograph-4




Figure 55* Painting No. 2r
Sketch
Color""
Figure 56. Painting No. 2i
SketchBlack and
WElte"
Figure 57'. Painting No. 2\
Progressive Photograph-1
Figure 58. Painting No. 2:
Progressive Photograph-2




As a relief and a self-imposed discipline from the in
tense hues handled in Painting No. 1, I attempted a control
of softer and subdued colors in Painting No. 2 (Figure 55)
whose subject matter is defined in the black and white sketch
(Figure 56).
My preoccupation in this painting was to establish the
illusion of objects existing in various levels of space of
the picture plane, into the picture depth, and in front of
the picture surface.
Figure 57 illustrates the initial step in which the
shapes, color, character of the paint work well together in
side the oval- shape. The purple-umber color surrounding the
central motif functions as a distraction. The yellow-green
box develops an element of spatial tension against the yellow-
green within the oval-shape.
In an attempt to eliminate and subdue the background
forms, I glazed them over, and with intention, created a back
ground pattern of flat, geometric planes (Figure 58). The
green and brown transparent shapes in the lower portion of
the painting appear weak. They are not as fully expressive as
they should be in comparison, once again, to the
oval- shape
and its forms. Intending to repair this area, I revealed
some of the underlying movements which I responded to (Figure59)
The lower right corner produced an appearance of being repair
ed rather than painted. This portion was in need of directness
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of paint. Returning to the idea of flat geometric shape and
responding to the character, construction, and placement of
the existing shapes, I introduced a white which established
a relationship to the white slightly present in the
oval-
shape. Strengthening the in the oval, the orange and brown
shape at left, and manipulating the small group of interlock
ing shapes at the bottom right, the picture began to take on
an all-over intention (Figure 60). One shape still appeared
to disagree with the totalness of the composition the green
box. A re-statement of the green box proved satisfying: al
lowing the green shape to cut up into its neighboring shape
and lessening the left diagonal edges (Figure 61).
Figure 60. Painting No. 2:
Progressive
Photograph-4-




Figure 62. Painting No. ^:
Sketch Black and White
Figure 63. Painting No. ^:
Progressive Photograph-1
Figure 64-. Painting No. ^:
Progressive Photograph-2





Motivation for this composition stems from an ink draw
ing of Figure 62. My intention was to clarify with shapes
the active color statement for Painting No. 1 (Figure *+9)
Painting No. 3 (Figure 65) stems from a visual excitement to
the right half of the ink drawing, to its vertical dimensions,
to the interplay of light and dark shapes .marked off as neg
ative or positive forms.
The composition, executed on masonite, in its infancy
lent itself to the treatment of brayer on a hard surface in
order to obtain quickly the desired basic forms and shallow
color (Figure 63). Depth of picture, at this stage, has al
ready been determined by the deep, penetrating purple; the
projecting yellow; and the muted, modulated color form at the
top. The painting matured Into a more complicated image of
the original notion by working a pattern of brushed silhouette
forms on top of the brayered surface (Figure 64) Here and
there are touches of naturalistic detail to create a hint of
suggestive contact between the abstract reality of the picture
and the reality of common objects: the
lathed- turned table
leg, the braided rug, the yellow lemon. These objects are
located in space by their very naturalistic handling as opposed
to the abstract silhouettes of suggested forms, outlines, and
the division of the picture plane into a light and dark re
lationship of negative or positive space.
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Although objects appear to reside on the picture sur
face, they provide a pictorial depth, deep and penetrating,
from the surface inward and a distance from front to back.
Figure 65 is a reproduction of the final stage with
two minor changes: one, the
lathed- turned table leg, appear
ing bothersome because of its static line movement (Figure 64),
was repainted to less uniformity of character; two, the rug
appearing to have overlapped the canvas from its existence
outside the picture, needed a definition to something in the
lower portion of the painting this was accomplished by pro
jecting the rug shape up further into the composition.
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Figure 66. Painting No. 4;:
SketchColor
Figure 67. Painting No. 4:
Progressive Photograph-T
Figure 68. Painting No. ht-
Progressive Photograph-2







Figure 70. Painting No. 4:
Progressive
Photograph-4-






As the watercolor sketch (Figure 66) indicates, my main
concern was to establish space deep into this specific interi
or. The device used was the single-fixed viewpoint. Although
the main purpose remained constant throughout, other elements
evolved such as the effect of light and the diagonal division
of the composition from top left to right .(Figure 67). An
existence of something just above the overpowering stairs was
required. Figure 68 and Figure 69 suggest solutions but the
treatment of window form and patterned design appeared as a
foreign element against the treatment and forms surrounding
it. Between Figure 70 and Figure 71 there existed several
handlings of this portion of the picture, one conclusion being
that the window should be eliminated and painted out so that
the opened character of the yellow ochre wall and dynamic
stairway would provide more interest to the door
and hallway.
This did not occurr. The inverted weight of the stairway
and plain wall offset to the left, was not strong enough to
balance against the visual pull to the left. There was a
strong need for a vertical thrust between ceiling
and stairway
to furnish added weight. A final solution was to paint in dark
er cold gray found within the doorway.
This provided the need
ed form which lent weight and carried through the grays which
also were necessary to this area of the composition.
A conclu
sion drawn is that this area may always be
bothersome because4 it
was worked into afterward and not at the same time as the rest.
1+1
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Figure 72* Painting No. :
Sketch Black and White
Figure 73. Painting No. 5:
Progressive Photograph-1
Figure 71*. Painting No. :
Progressive Photograph-2
Figure 75* Painting No. 5:
Progressive Photograph-3









A network of light and dark forms, linear design, and
compositional placement of dark and weighty objects at the top
and the light, airy form at the botton(Figure 72), served as
my initial motivation for Painting No. 5.
Following the spontaneous application of color to the
canvas, an additional response occurred toward the unusual
color combination which had been brushed in (Figure 73). Con
stantly keeping these aims in mind, I proceeded to work more
paint onto the canvas and vary the tones of the colors (Figure
74- and Figure 75) In Figure 76 an awareness to the fact that
color application was not creating forms suggestive of objects
but constructing local objects, provoked changes viewed in
Figure 77*
This compositional structure because of the desired urge
to turn the painting upside down is seldom successful when at
tempted; however, it is fairly successful ia oiu. "painting.
My response to the first colors applied is still obtained
through a more painterly surface. Although the painting
as
sumes an appearance of flatness, objects are located in a
comparatively shallow picture space.
Depth is created through
the linear bars establishes an air of opened space around the
objects.
The dominating green on the
foreground bars is relative
to the existing colors and operates as a
visual start into the
^3
picture. Elimination of the green, washes out the tensive








Figure 78. Painting No. 6:
Sketch Black and White -1
Figure 79. Painting No. 6:
Final Photograph
of Painting
Figure 80. Painting No. 6; Figure 8l. Painting No. 6t
Progressive Photograph-I Sketch Black and White-2
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Painting No. 6
The strength of this composition lies In its singleness
of purpose and a response to the manipulation of the entire
canvas at one time.
The stimulation for this painting sprang forth from an
observed response to a pattern of bold black outlines and
forms (Figure 78) which cradles the surface color (Figure 79),
the element of sunlight, and of compositional structure: a
sweeping background plane in which the play of line and color
occurr and join the large, dark form in the lower left fore
ground (Figure 80). In acquiring the later motivation, an
involvement in the working process of the entire painting
occurred. Becoming bogged-down in handling the left portion
of the canvas so that it would work with the rest, I scraped
down the layers of wet, heavy pigment. My response to the
present, grayed, scraped movement of this vertical form on the
left and the sun-lit patterns on the right, rendered a dif
ferent reaction from the original. Recalling and visually
responding, once again, to the first stimulation of the
sub-
jsct, another working sketch (Figure 8l) indicated that the
large, black foreground shape had to be broken into. I then
approached and handled, this portion of the canvas with the
same frame of mind as I had the rest went into it with black
paint that created oultined forms and edges which determined
the shapes for the under-paint and provided boundaries for
the flat color treatment (Figure 79).
h5
Although this interior exhibits a concern for flat color
p j;terns, a spatial atmosphere exists by outside sunlight fun








Some painters manipulate objects in interior space
for the sole purpose of expression. Other painters devote
much of their lifetime to this study and produce an influen
tial message for the art world. Their works contribute to
the new imagery of interior space. The cpncentration dis
played in the preceding Painting Series No. 1-6 is brief and
far from exhaustive but fruitful.
Executing inside space on the two dimensional surface
aroused the desire not only to suggest space but actually to
create it beyond the limits of the two dimensional picture
plane. This situation occurred during the working process
of Painting No. 4-. The location of a suspended wire-sculp
tured bird in front of the picture would define a local form
actually existing in this determined space. The notion was
abandoned because it proposed a workable project beyond the
limits of the present project under investigation.
The painters investigated in conjunction with the
present creative project have unconsciously and overtly
affected my approach to painting.
Evidence sights that
Matisse's bold sun-drenched interiors (Figures 29, 30, and
31) and Vlaminck's determined
commitment to the canvas
(Figure 45) unconsciously marks my intuitive approach to the
pre-conceived sureness of purpose in Painting No. 6 as
opposed to the formal approach which satisfies
the demands
^7
of Painting No. 2.
A painting arrived at through an intuitive method is
personally more sensitive: during the working process there
exists a closer relationship between the painter, the paint,
and the canvas; there exists a working of the total canvas at
all times in order to attain the single intention; thus, there
exists the elimination of any foreign complex responses and
of any overpowering element of subject matter often obtained
through a deliberate formal approach.
Although a painting is reached by means of an intuitive
ease and simultaneous sureness of purpose (Figure 79) 5 these
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